Bioenergy in the news

How sawdust is worth $500,000
New Zealand Herald, Auckland, The Business 13 July 2018

A Timber mill uses wood waste to flip $1m loss into $500,000 profit.
A Rotorua-based timber "super mill" is generating its own electricity in amounts sufficient to
power a town the size of Whakatane.
The Red Stag Timber Company, which annually processes more than one million tonnes of logs at its
Waipa mill, is using its waste wood as renewable fuel rather than trucking it to landfill and paying for
its disposal - avoiding an annual power bill of up to $1 million in the process.
Although the mill, considered one of the largest of its kind in the world, uses the power for its own
purposes, the 7.5 megawatts of electricity produced is equivalent to the amount needed to power
7,000 households, according to the company's operations manager of energy and site services Shane
Batchelor.
With the average New Zealand home containing 2.7 people this would be enough for a town of about
19,000 like Whakatane.
At the same time by using its waste wood as fuel instead of purchasing electricity, Red Stag is
expecting to reduce carbon emissions by 6,100 tonnes every year, an amount equivalent to taking
more than 2,200 cars off the road.
Batchelor says the multi-million dollar "carbon-neutral" energy management project - made possible
by the site's biomass-powered turbines - will lead to an annual $1m of power savings for the
company.
Because the new process is generating more electricity than the plant needs at some off-peak times
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and on weekends, it is selling its surplus back to the national grid: "We should be able to turn that
$1m loss into income of about $500,000 per year," says Batchelor.
The bio-fuel project, which supplies the electricity and thermal energy to kiln dry timber, has been
supported by the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA). The authority, which funded a
feasibility study into the opportunity, says Red Stag's second biomass-powered turbine could really
close the loop on their waste-to-energy programme and define their independent status as an energy
efficient and low carbon business.
Batchelor says the plant annually produces around 100,000 tonnes of wood residue including bark,
sawdust and shavings from the mill's planers.
Previously this waste was transported at both environmental and financial cost to landfill although
some was also used at the Tasman Pulp and Paper Mill and by farmers for animal bedding.
The project has gathered momentum following the June commissioning of the mill's new turbine and
comes little more than a year since Red Stag completed a $60 million upgrade to a new sawmilling
line, part of a $140 million upgrade programme.
This turned the mill into the southern hemisphere's first "super mill" - a term the industry uses in
recognition of a plant processing more than one million tonnes of logs a year. While there are a
number of similar mills in North America and Europe, the Red Stag operation - which employs over
300 people and annually produces more than 500,000 cubic metres of timber - is the first in this part
of the world.
Batchelor says the bio-fuel project is consistent with Red Stag's philosophy of not only seeking energy
efficiencies, but creating a better environment and product: "It is the result of the company dreaming
about what is possible," he says.
Generating electricity starts when the wood residue is fed into a boiler (the plant has three boilers)
where it is burnt to create high pressure steam. Electricity is generated as the steam goes through the
mill's two turbines.
Exhaust or low pressure steam from the turbine is also captured and directed to the kiln for timber
drying.
Batchelor says about 60 per cent of the heat generated is used in the drying process with the
remaining 40 per cent being used for electricity meaning the company only needs to buy in power for
short periods during peak demand on weekdays.
Outside of these times - and throughout the weekends - Red Stag is able to supply electricity back to
the national grid.
In other 'environmental' measures, Red Stag has installed LED lighting and compressed air systems
and is looking at a system where the ash from its boilers can be processed into a product for soil
conditioning instead of going to landfill.
"We are also looking at EVs (electric vehicles)," says Batchelor. "That is probably a way off yet, but if
the opportunity is there we will be leading the way." EECA's account manager Amber Williams says
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sustainability is more than just an environmental term for Red Stag: "Their waste-to-energy focus is
integral to business process improvement and financial gain.
"We're excited to see where they'll take their next step, as the amount of electricity being generated
through these biomass powered turbines could provide power to additional parts of the business,"
she says. "There's no reason why their entire operation - through to supply chain shouldn't be
powered by renewable energy."
Any business can start cutting energy costs with smarter energy use. To find out how go to the EECA
business website at https://www.eecabusiness.govt.nz/

EECA account manager, Amber Williams and Red Stag operations manager of energy and site services, Shane
Batchelor

See full article here http://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/68423/981235385.pdf
--- ends ---
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